
The Spa Classic continues to go from strength to strength.

Offering a diverse selection of race cars and a unique car club

display off it, the Spa Classic now attracts more than 30,000

visitors every year.

The legendary Spar Francorchamps circuit offers spectacular

views as the trac winds its way around the forested Ardennes hills.

Tickets allow visitor to walk the various pathways around the

circuit, wander at leisure around the busy paddocks or relax in one

of the grandstands overlooking the track. There is a laidback

atmosphere that allow drivers, teams and the public to mingle

among all the historic machinery.

The different grids take to the track in turn, offering ever changing

action around the circuit. Grids include:

From Friday 17 May 2024 to Sunday 19 May 2024

Route Du Circuit 55

Francorchamps - 4970

Phone number (main contact): +33

1 42 59 73 40

https://www.peterauto.fr/evenements/spa-classic/
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The grids



Classic Endurance Racing 1

Classic Endurance Racing 2

Endurance Racing Legends 

Fiies’Legends

Greatest’sTrophy 

GroupC Racing

Heritage Touring Cup

Sixes’Endurance

2.0L Cup

There are few race courses in the world where spectators can do a

full lap on foot without ever losing sight of the track. The la Source

hairpin, Eau Rouge the Raidillon , the Combes Esses, the Malmédy

corner, the Pouhon double left-hander and the curve at

Blanchimont all provide spectacular viewing points.

Vintage activities will be organised in the village

Tribute to vintage cars

 

A spectacular grid

And also...



The information contained herein is provided as a guide only.

We recommend that you check with the local supplier before you leave.
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